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3607 N RACE ST 
Owner

Schedule Number

Legal Description

Property Type

Tax District

DUPUIS,TIMOTHY A 

PO BOX 471886 

AURORA , CO 80047-1886 

02261-05-025-000 

L 13, 14 & 15 BLK 6 CHEESMAN & MOFFATS ADD 

RESIDENTIAL 4 THRU 8 UNITS 

DENV 

Print Summary

Property Description 

Style: OTHER Building Sqr. Foot: 3117

Bedrooms: Baths Full/Half: 0/0

Effective Year Built: 1961 Basement/Finish: 0/0

Lot Size: 10,400 Zoned As: U-SU-A1 

Note:  Valuation zoning may be different from City's new zoning code. 

Current Year 

Actual Assessed Exempt

Land $445,200 $31,830 $0

Improvements $375,300 $26,830

Total $820,500 $58,660

Prior Year 

Actual Assessed Exempt

Land $487,600 $35,110 $0

Improvements $278,800 $20,070

Total $766,400 $55,180

Real Estates Property Taxes for current tax year

Page 1 of 23607 N RACE ST | 160800031

12/13/2019https://www.denvergov.org/property/realproperty/summary/160800031
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Please click on additional information below to check for any delinquencies on this property/schedule number and for tax sale information. 

Additional Information

Assessed Value for the current tax year

Assessed Land $35,110.00 Assessed Improvements $20,070.00

Exemption $0.00 Total Assessed Value $55,180.00

Installment 1 

(Feb 28 

Feb 29 in Leap Years) 

Installment 2 

(Jun 15)

Full Payment 

(Due Apr 30)

Date Paid 2/21/2019 5/17/2019

Original Tax Levy $2,134.50 $2,134.50 $4,269.00

Liens/Fees $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Interest $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Paid $2,134.50 $2,134.50 $4,269.00

Due $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Note:  If "Y" is shown below, there is a special situation pertaining to this parcel. For additional information about this, click on the name to take you to an explanation. 

Additional Assessment N Prior Year Delinquency N

Additional Owner(s) N Scheduled to be Paid by Mortgage Company N

Adjustments N Sewer/Storm Drainage Liens N

Local Improvement Assessment N Tax Lien Sale N

Maintenance District N Treasurer's Deed N

Pending Local Improvement N

Real estate property taxes paid for prior tax year:   $4,256.25

Page 2 of 23607 N RACE ST | 160800031

12/13/2019https://www.denvergov.org/property/realproperty/summary/160800031
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Official Map Amendment Application 
3601, 3603, 3605, 3607 North Race Street 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
This Official Map Amendment is a request to rezone 3601, 3603, 3605, 3607 N Race St. from U-
SU-A1 to U-RH-2.5.  
The existing zone district is U-SU-A1. Section 5.2.2.2.B describes the subject property’s 
current zone district classification as “U-SU-A1 a single unit district allowing urban houses and 
detached accessory dwelling units with a minimum zone lot area of 3,000 square feet. Blocks 
typically have a pattern of 25 foot wide lots. This district requires the shallowest setbacks and 
allows the highest lot coverage in the Urban Neighborhood Context.”  
Section 5.2.2.2.Q describes the subject property’s proposed zone district as “U-RH-2.5 a multi 
unit zone district that allows up to a two and a half story row house building form. It also allows 
the urban house, detached accessory dwelling unit, duplex, and tandem house building forms.”  
 
The purpose of the proposed Official Map Amendment is to allow for replacement of the 
outdated multi-unit apartments, with row homes on the subject property.  The long-time owners 
of the property have maintained and operated housing in the community for over 15 years. The 
amendment will allow the current owners to reinvest at this location and continue to provide 
housing in the community. The current zone district designation as a single unit dwelling is 
inconsistent with the established use as a multi-unit dwelling since 1961. Furthermore, the 
housing environment has changed significantly in this market, and we must respond to meet the 
challenges of growth. 
 
The Denver metro region, in particular the City and County of Denver, faces an unprecedented 
demand for housing due to a population increase coupled with strong immigration growth. This 
demand for housing has placed upward pressure on the values for Denver’s housing stock and 
land. The subject property is 10,400 square feet and is 3 lots wide, on the corner at 36 th and Race. 
The existing building is utilizing less than 30% and can support growth. The proposed Official 
Map Amendment would allow us to build single-family row homes within the Cole 
neighborhood. The amendment would align the building forms to enhance a central corner 
location, provide reliable housing, improve parking and yet remain consistent in the residential 
setting for years to come.  
 
The Comprehensive Plan 2040 and Blueprint Denver 2019, prescribes that a central goal of 
Denver’s is to introduce additional housing in areas of the City that can support it due to its 
proximity to public transit, public schools, parks and amenities. Existing neighborhoods are 
expected to establish select sites appropriate for additional residential intensity. We want new 
development to match the existing fabric of our neighborhoods while understanding Denver’s 
important role in meeting our City’s housing needs. Thus, our request for this Official Map 
Amendment to change the current zone district classification. 
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II. CONSISTENCY WITH ADOPTED BLUEPRINT DENVER’S HOUSING POLICY 
The proposed zoning amendment of 3601, 3603, 3605, 3607 N Race St. is consistent with 
Blueprint Denver 2019, adopted 
by Denver City Council April 22, 2019. 
1. Revise city regulations to respond to the demands of Denver’s unique and modern housing 
needs. (Page 82) 
This official map amendment is an example of this housing policy. The request for a rezoning is 
in response to the city revising its regulations to address the demands of Denver’s unique 
housing needs in which the rezoning will provide additional and affordable housing options. This 
official map amendment would further modernize the permitted residential use to provide 
additional living for extended families, families with children and multigenerational households. 
 
2. Diversify housing options by exploring opportunities to integrate missing middle housing into 
low and low-medium residential areas. (Page 82) 
Approval of this map amendment will allow us to provide housing in the “missing middle” 
housing specifically by the addition of modern middle-income homes in the Cole neighborhood. 
The proposed row homes promote family-friendly housing within the community, by integrating 
three-bedroom single family side-by-side homes for middle-income families. 
 
Future Neighborhood Context of Urban: (page 221) 
This map amendment is consistent with the future neighborhood context of urban. The current 
neighborhood context is urban. The map amendment is sensitive to the existing neighborhood 
character and the primary use of the property will not change.  
Mobility: The proposed map amendment promotes the walkability along 36th avenue toward 
Russell Square Park one block to the east, and Wyatt Edison School and Cole Train two blocks 
west. This concept provides for off-street parking, with each unit having a garage. This area on 
36th Avenue is frequently congested due to the lack off-street parking. This proposal would 
alleviate congestion on 36th avenue. 
Quality of life infrastructure: The proposed map amendment has easy access one mile from the 
38 & Blake light rail station and one-third mile from the new 39th Avenue Greenway open space 
and bike paths. The subject property is centrally located in Cole on 36th avenue, between Russel 
Square Park and Wyatt Edison School. 
 
Future Place Type designation of Low Residential: (Page 230) 
Mobility: Redevelopment proposes including parking garages to alleviate street parking for 
residents. Walking: 36th Avenue is an active pedestrian street for accessibility to the Wyatt 
Edison School, River North Arts District and light rail station to the west. There are Multi-modal 
transit options available within one mile and include walking, biking, local bus and regional light 
rail service. 
 
Future Street Type designation of Local Street: (Page 148) 
The proposed map amendment will provide residents primary access from local streets and is 2 
blocks from the Williams St collector. Race St., 36thAve., and 37thAve. are local streets and can 
vary in their land uses and are found in all neighborhood contexts. They are most often 
characterized by residential uses. The Williams St. residential collector is primarily residential 
uses as well, but may also include schools, civic uses, parks, small retail nodes and other similar 
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uses. Buildings on residential streets usually have a modest setback that varies by neighborhood 
context. 
 
III. Comprehensive Plan 2040: 
Comprehensive Plan 2040 lays out the City’s overarching planning vision for the next 20 years. 
This Vision contains elements, goals, and strategies that support the proposed Official Map 
Amendment. The Plan’s guidance encourages an expansion and mix of housing opportunities by 
leveraging the City’s investments in infrastructure to encourage growth in areas of the City 
where current and proposed infrastructure can successfully accommodate it. The proposed 
Official Map Amendment is supported by Comprehensive Plan 2040 because it assists the City 
in meeting the Plan’s vision elements, goals, and strategies. 
 
I. Vision Elements: Equitable, Affordable, and Inclusive 
Denver is an equitable, inclusive community with a high quality of life for all residents, 
regardless of income level, race, ethnicity, gender, ability or age. 
 
Goal 1 (Page 28): Ensure all Denver residents have safe, convenient and affordable access to 
basic services and a variety of amenities. The proposed map amendment will provide the 
residents with close proximity to schools, parks and transportation. This improves the quality of 
life and access to all the amenities the great city of Denver has to offer. The proposed map 
amendment is walking distance to River North Arts District, that includes shopping, restaurants, 
grocery and entertainment amenities that support the neighborhood and greater community. 
 
Goal 2 Support housing as a continuum to serve residents across a range of incomes, ages and 
needs. The proposed map amendment supports this by allowing for the construction of row 
homes consistent as residential use of the property. The current apartment homes lack enough 
space for families with children and extended families. These apartments lack modern amenities 
found throughout the community, such as washing machines, dishwashers and air conditioning. 
The proposed map amendment will better serve residents across a range of incomes, ages and 
needs supporting the housing continuum. 
 
Goal 2 Build housing as a continuum to serve residents across a range of incomes, ages and 
needs and specifically create a greater mix of housing options in every neighborhood for all 
individuals and families. The proposed map amendment meets the goal by providing more 
affordable homes within a neighborhood where housing costs have steeply risen. This will allow 
for a mix of housing types within the neighborhood and provide an opportunity for an affordable 
modern home to a larger range of individuals and incomes. 
 
Goal 3 Develop housing that is affordable to residents of all income levels. Use land use 
regulations to enable and encourage the private development of affordable, missing middle and 
mixed-income housing, especially where close to transit. Approval of the proposed map 
amendment will enable the private development of row homes. This is to address the missing 
middle and mixed-income housing where the land use enables and encourages thoughtful 
development. The proposed map amendment has especially easy access to transit one mile from 
the 38th and Blake light rail station and one-third mile from the new 39th Avenue Greenway 
open space and bike paths. Centrally located in Cole neighborhood on 36th avenue, between 
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Russel Square Park and Wyatt Edison School, the Cole neighborhood stimulates mobility via 
multimodal transit options within a mile for the residents.  
 
Goal 4 The objective to “Stabilize residents and businesses at risk of displacement through 
programs and policies that help them to stay in their existing community.” The proposed Official 
Map Amendment furthers this strategy because the request will stabilize the current and future 
property owners and help them stay in their existing community. The proposed map amendment 
seeks to stabilize the residents to stay by improving the subject property, adding modern 
amenities, and by providing homes that facilitate families, to further stabilize housing in the 
neighborhood and community. 
 
IV. Housing an Inclusive Denver: 
Regulatory Priorities (Page 8) Recommendation 2: Expand and strengthen land-use regulations 
for affordable and mixed-income housing. The City should support land-use regulations 
that incentivize affordable and mixed-use housing. The proposed Official Map Amendment 
assists the City’s achievement of this by allowing a zoning amendment to develop the subject 
property with modern sized row homes, with modern amenities that are currently unavailable. 
The proposed map amendment will incentivize the redevelopment use of the subject property. 
The City should support usage of under-utilized, but appropriately positioned properties that 
fortify this type of conscientious development within the fabric of Denver neighborhoods. 
 
V. CRITERIA 3 – Uniformity of District Regulations -Consistency with Neighborhood 
context Description, Zone District Purpose and Intent Statements: Section 5.1.1 Urban 
Neighborhood Context General Character provides Multi-unit building forms that typically 
include the Row House building form embedded with other residential form types. Multi-unit 
residential uses are located along local streets, residential and mixed use arterials, and main 
streets. The proposed official map amendment is consistent with the uniformity of zone district 
regulations and restrictions because property improvements will be constructed according to the 
zone district’s building forms. The current property zone use does not conform, but it is 
“grandfathered.” The future uses will be regulated and restricted through the proposed zone 
districts permitted, limited, and unpermitted uses. The proposed Official Map Amendment will 
therefore result in the uniform application of the zone district because the building and design 
standards, forms and uses will be consistently applied to similar zone lots within the City, 
including the subject property. 
  
VI. PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY AND GENERAL WELFARE: 
The proposed map amendment request would further the public health, safety and 
general welfare of the city by promoting safe, active, and pedestrian-scaled, diverse areas 
through the use of building forms that clearly define and activate the public realm. This zone 
district is intended to enhance the convenience, ease and enjoyment of transit, walking, shopping 
and public gathering within and around the city’s residential neighborhoods. The proposed map 
amendment zone district standards are also intended to ensure new development contributes 
positively to established residential neighborhoods and character, and improves the transition 
between commercial development and adjacent residential neighborhoods. This in turn promotes 
the public health, safety, and general welfare of the City and its residents. 
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VII. JUSTIFYING CIRCUMSTANCES: 
Since the date of the approval of the existing Zone District, there has been a change to such a 
degree that the proposed rezoning is in the public interest. Such change may include a changed 
or changing conditions in a particular area, or in the city generally; or City adopted plan. 
Blueprint Denver (Page 40)  states “A diverse range of housing options—including different 
prices, sizes, types and a mix of rental and for-sale—is key to encouraging complete 
neighborhoods where families and households of all types and incomes can choose to live. It is 
the desire of many residents and stakeholders for all neighborhoods to accommodate some level 
of growth and to incorporate a greater variety of housing and employment options. If done right, 
this can enable more inclusive and diverse communities.”  
Blueprint Denver (Page 40)  states “A recent boom in the construction of studio and one-
bedroom apartments and rapid increases in housing prices mean that many families, especially 
lower-income and moderate-income households, are not able to live in Denver. To build a 
diverse community of all ages and to compete with housing options in neighborhoods outside of 
Denver, we need to build communities supportive of families—including seniors who want to 
age in place and families of different religions and cultures. This includes higher-density areas, 
which can be family- friendly if the appropriate housing types and amenities are provided.” 
The proposed map amendment facilitates the changing needs of the area with three- bedroom 
row homes that are intended to serve the larger inclusive families that are integral parts of our 
community. It would serve in the public interest to implement the development of family-
friendly housing in this particular area of Cole. The proposed development would represent a 
small increase in housing density in an area that is entirely appropriate for this key goal of 
Blueprint Denver. It would further promote and enhance the Cole community in a thoughtful and 
responsible approach. 
 
Changing conditions in the area: The neighborhood and city in general has seen a significant 
rise in property costs. This has made the demand even greater in this neighborhood for modern 
accessible homes. The current residents are seeking modern amenities, washing machines, 
dishwashers and air conditioning that is afforded to all other housing options in the neighborhood 
and the city in general. The required electric utility of today’s electronics and appliances 
common in households has changed drastically since the development of the subject property, in 
1961. The Residents in our community have indicated these are not amenities, but a basic 
standard of modern housing. This indicates the conditions have changed significantly in the area 
housing. The official map amendment would provide for modern and standard accommodations 
expected in homes in Denver.  
 
Changing conditions in the area: The subject property due to the changing market conditions 
in Denver, is greatly underutilized to serve family housing. The proposed map amendment seeks 
to serve this basic housing need. This is in the public interest of the neighborhood and city based 
on feedback from stakeholders within the Cole neighborhood. Blueprint Denver (Page 98) 
recommends “Desired Outcomes: The strategies in this section set a path for better outcomes. 
Where appropriate, residential infill will be more context sensitive and will better engage the 
public realm. These strategies retain flexibility, promote creativity of design and avoid the 
prescription of a particular architectural style.” Specifically, corners or select sites may be 
appropriate as locations to introduce additional residential growth, and where reinvestment 
would serve the public interest to do so. The proposed map amendment will enable the current 
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owner the opportunity to redevelop an under-utilized property and continue to serve housing 
needs in the neighborhood for years to come. 
 
Inconsistent Zone Designation:  
Since the City adopted the Denver Zoning Code, the existing zone U-SU-A1, is not consistent 
with the current multi-unit building use on the property. This is grandfathered in the single unit 
(SU) zone designation. The proposed map amendment would align the building form with the 
established use within the zone district of the adopted Denver Zoning Code. 
 
 
Consistent with the Neighborhood Context Description and Zone District Purpose and 
Intent Statement: 
1. The proposed official map amendment is consistent with the General Character of The Urban 
Neighborhood Context. 
The existing neighborhood has a mixture of residential uses. The neighborhood context, urban is 
primarily characterized by single-unit and two-unit residential uses. Small-scale multi-unit 
residential uses and commercial areas are typically embedded in residential areas. Multi-unit 
building forms typically include the Row House building form embedded with other residential 
form types. Multi-unit residential uses are located along local streets, residential and mixed-use 
arterials, and main streets. The neighborhood context for the proposed Official Map Amendment 
is consistent with description of the Urban Neighborhood Context and would not change. It 
includes multi-unit, and row house building forms within existing neighborhoods. 
 
2. The proposed Official Map Amendment is consistent with the General Purpose statement of 
the Residential Districts. 
A. The intent of the Residential districts is to promote and protect residential neighborhoods 
within the character of the Urban Neighborhood Context. These regulations allow for some 
multi-unit districts, but not to such an extent as to detract from the overall image and character of 
the residential neighborhood. Proposed development will maintain the overall image and 
character of the neighborhood context. We want new development to match the existing fabric of 
our neighborhoods while understanding Denver’s important role in meeting our City’s housing 
needs. Our request for this Official Map Amendment maintains the Residential context with row 
house residential forms being leveraged to address modern housing needs of Denverites. 
 
B. The building form standards, design standards, and uses work together to promote desirable 
residential areas. The standards of the two unit and row house districts promote existing and 
future patterns of lower scale multi-unit building forms that address the street in the same 
manner as an urban house building form.  
 
C. These standards recognize common residential characteristics within the Urban Neighborhood 
Context but accommodate variation by providing eleven Residential Zone Districts. 
 
D. The regulations provide certainty to property owners, developers, and neighborhoods about 
the limits of what is allowed in a residentially-zoned area. These regulations are also intended 
to reinforce desired development patterns in existing neighborhoods while accommodating 
reinvestment. 
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General Comments: 
 
The proposed map amendment will allow the long time owners to redevelop the subject property 
utilizing the row-house building form, U-RH-2.5 most suited for the location. It is in the public 
interest, that this proposed map amendment should be made to enable a much-needed 
improvement to a central corner location in Cole. It would enhance the general area location, 
provide modern and reliable family-friendly housing, improve parking and mobility, and yet 
remain consistent in the residential setting for years to come. 
 
We have communicated with all the Registered Neighborhood Organizations (RNO’s) concerned 
with the site. We reached out via email to Inter-Neighborhood Cooperation, (INC). We have met 
and socialized with the Cole Neighborhood Association (CNA), twice to review the proposed 
zone designation and redevelopment. We have refined basic conceptual designs after soliciting 
feedback and neighborhood input from the Cole community. We are seeking your support for 
this map amendment. 
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